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Two stock fixed rooflights were key to
unlocking the potential of this north-east
facing extension. Providing ample natural
daylight throughout this new extension,
the fixed Flushglaze rooflights, have helped
to not only transform the property into a
bright, welcoming space, but have also
created a central hub for the family to
enjoy.

The owners of this Victorian property were keen to
update their dark and disjointed downstairs layout
with a modernised extension, which would help to reenergise the whole property.
In a lively, family household, a new feature room was
required which would help bring the family together
and allow them to enjoy spending time at home again.
The homeowners turned to Oasys Property Solutions,
who fuelled the idea to build an extension which would
create a generous sized kitchen/dining/living space,
filled with an abundance of natural daylight; perfect
for a family environment promoting wellbeing and
concentration levels.
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However, with a north-east facing extension, Simon
Heckford, Director at Oasys Property Solution, knew it
was important to add rooflights into the extension to
maximise the natural light within the new area.
Having used rooflights.com since 2012, Simon was
confident that specifying two fixed rooflights would
provide the frameless, sky-only views that were
required.

“There is no question that the quality,
and consistency, of natural light from the
rooflights, even in the bleakest weather,
contributes to the light and airy feel of the
new extension”

The finished result is a modernised extension which
really adds a ‘wow factor’ to the property and offers a
new space for the whole family to enjoy, whether it’s
entertaining guests or spending family time together.
The updated space has also generated a newfound
connection with the garden space, and with stunning
features throughout, has become a real centrepiece of
the home.
If you need advice for your upcoming project on how a
stock-sized rooflight could benefit you, contact us on
0333 016 4176, or email info@rooflights.com.

Simon Heckford, Director at Oasys Property Solution.
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